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Abstract
For a -nite undirected graph G on n vertices some continuous optimization problems taken
over the n-dimensional cube are presented and it is proved that their optimum values equal the
domination number (G) of G. c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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Let G be a -nite simple and undirected graph on its vertex set V (G)= {1; 2; : : : ; n}
and with its edge set E(G). By G[X ] we denote the subgraph of G induced by the
vertex set X ⊆V (G). A subset D of V (G), such that every vertex i∈V (G)\D has
at least one neighbour in D, is called a dominating set of G, and the minimum car-
dinality of a dominating set of G the domination number (G) of G. A subset I of
V (G), such that G[I ] is edgeless, is named an independent set of G, and the maxi-
mum cardinality of an independent set the independence number (G) of G. N (i) and
di denote the set and the number of neighbours of i∈V (G) in G, respectively. Let
Cn= {p=(p1; : : : ; pn)∈Rn | 06pi6 1; i=1; : : : ; n}. For events A and B and for a
random variable Z of an arbitrary probability space, P(A); P(A |B) and E(Z) denote
the probability of A, the conditional probability of A given by B, and the expectation
of Z , respectively.
Since the computation of (G) is di>cult (DOMINATING SET is an NP-complete
problem; see [7]), much work was done to establish bounds on (G) (see, e.g.,
[9,16,6,10,4,15,5,1,14]), to -nd e>cient algorithms forming a small dominating set
of G (see, e.g., [12,13,3,11,10]), or to replace the combinatorial optimization prob-
lem to determine (G) by a continuous one [8] by proving a theorem of the type
(G)=minp∈M fG(p). The latter approach leads to bounds on (G) as well as to ef-
-cient algorithms [8], i.e. (G)6fG(p) for all p∈M and under certain conditions
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one succeeds in establishing an e>cient algorithm with INPUT: p∈M , OUTPUT: a
dominating set D with |D|6fG(p).
In the present paper some new continuous optimization problems taken over Cn are
presented and it is proved that their optimum values equal (G).







































































































































fi(p) for i=1; 2; 3; 4:
Proof. Although the proof for i=1 has already been given in [8], we will repeat it
here for the sake of completeness.
Throughout the proof we will use the following well-known relations:






(G)6 n− (G): (2)
Jensen’s inequality: If ’ is a convex function and i¿ 0 with
∑n

















kP(|M |= k): (4)















If A and B are events, then
P(A ∩ B)=P(A)P(B |A): (6)
If A and B are events and LA denotes the complement of A, then
P(A |B)= 1− P( LA |B): (7)
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We form a set X ⊆ V by random and independent choice of i∈V , where P(i∈X )=
pi (06pi6 1) denotes the probability that the vertex i belongs to X .
Let Y = {i∈V\X |N (i)∩X = ∅}; U be a minimum dominating set of G[Y ], T be a
minimum vertex set covering all edges of G[Y ], and S be the set of isolated vertices
of G[Y ]. Then X ∪ Y; X ∪ U , and X ∪ T ∪ S form dominating sets of G. Because of
the linearity of expectation, the expectation being a mean value, (1) and (2), and the
fact that in a graph the number of edges is an upper bound for the cardinality of a
minimum vertex set covering all edges we obtain
1. (G)6E(|X ∪ Y |)=E(|X |) + E(|Y |),
2. (G)6E(|X ∪ U |)=E(|X |) + E((G[Y ]))6E(|X |) + 12 (E(|Y |) + E(|S|)),
3. (G)6E(|X ∪U |)=E(|X |)+E((G[Y ]))6E(|X |)+E(|Y |)−E((G[Y ]))+E(|S|),
4. (G)6E(|X ∪T ∪S|)=E(|X |)+E(|T |)+E(|S|)6E(|X |)+E(|E(G[Y ])|)+E(|S|).























S = {i∈Y |N (i) ∩ Y = ∅}
=




























P(i ∈ X )P(N (i) ∩ X = ∅)






















N (j) ∩ X = ∅) | (i ∈ X ) ∩ (N (i) ∩ X = ∅)

 :





(N (j) ∩ X = ∅ | (i ∈ X ) ∩ (N (i) ∩ X = ∅))

 :
For j∈N (i) we de-ne the events
Aj := (N (j) ∩ X = ∅ | (i ∈ X ) ∩ (N (i) ∩ X = ∅)):
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E(G[Y ]) = {ij∈E | i∈Y ∧ j∈Y}
= {ij∈E | i ∈ X ∧ N (i) ∩ X = ∅ ∧ j ∈ X ∧ N (j) ∩ X = ∅}:
Since i∈N (j) and j∈N (i),
E(G[Y ]) = {ij∈E |N (i) ∩ X = ∅ ∧ N (j) ∩ X = ∅}














In order to determine a lower bound on E((G[Y ]), let Zi be a random variable with
Zi =
{ 1
1+k if i∈Y and |N (i) ∩ Y |= k¿ 0;
0 if i ∈ Y:





































P(|N (i) ∩ Y |= k | i∈Y )):
For i∈V we have ∑dik=0 P((|N (i) ∩ Y |= k | i∈Y )= 1. With ’(x)= 1=(1 + x) being a

































l∈N ( j)\(N (i)∪{i})(1− pl)
:




fi(p); i=1; 2; 3; 4:
Let D∗ be a minimum dominating set of G, i.e. |D∗|= (G). For p∗=(p∗1 ; : : : ; p∗n)
with p∗i =1 if i∈D∗ and p∗i =0 otherwise, E(|X |)= (G); E(|Y |)= 0; E(|S|)= 0;
E(|E(G[Y ])|)= 0, and the lower bound on E((G[Y ])) equals 0, too. There-
fore, (G)=f1(p∗)=f2(p∗)=f3(p∗)=f4(p∗). This completes the proof of the
theorem.
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